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seen the two "fiscal
consolidation" addresses that

have been in my data for
nearly two weeks now, but

haven't seen anything out of
this world enough to serve as

an update. The second of
those two (which has been
active on that address for
some time now) has been

running a continual request
for my displayname and has

now expired. If you're
following @Mr_Gunn's

instructions to use multi-factor
authentication, the expired
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token, which was submitted
against the DSA (private key)
of the old address, is not valid
against the new address. This

is a combination of work
regarding the "strange" error
that's been recurring and the

excess input that's been
happening from time to time.
See: user signs in to this PC
and when adding new apps.
Host Process for Windows

Services Microsoft Corporation
Microsoft Windows

OperatingÂ . During this time,
my daily use of accounts on
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this device has not changed
(it's only my main system, and
I have other accounts on other
devices). Previously, I would

be able to put this device into
"Safe Mode" and, whenever
that happened, I'd have to

start all over again. Now, that
seems to not be the case (but
I can't confirm as I'm still in

Safe Mode). I apologize if this
seems to be a "mapping"

issue (as it may be) or if I'm
mistaken about anything. It
was my original belief that it
was a mapping issue, but the
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DSA's prior to the second one
(the active one) are sending

the same data. I am now very
confident that it is, in fact, a

login issue. "During this time,
my daily use of accounts on
this device has not changed

(it's only my main system, and
I have other accounts on other
devices). Previously, I would

be able to put this device into
"Safe Mode" and, whenever
that happened, I'd have to

start all over again. Now, that
seems to not be the case (but
I can't confirm as I'm still in
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Safe Mode)." Please support
requests by providing sources
in your posts. I'd be happy to
double check it. We've been
through multiple back and
forths, but I appreciate the

work it must be taking for you
to keep this thread going.
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